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Abstract. On an inference-enabled Linked Open Data(LOD) endpoint,
usually a query execution takes longer than on an LOD endpoint without inference engine due to its processing of reasoning. In optimizing
an OWL ontology for executing SPARQL queries on an LOD endpoint
with inference engine, there are a number of SPARQL queries that we
would probably take into account and many of these factors possibly
work against each other. In this paper, for reducing query execution
time on an inference-enabled LOD endpoint, we propose an idea and
its implementation to employ a constrained multi-objective evolutionary
approach to make modification of ontologies based on the past-processed
queries and their results. We employ a multi-objective evolutionary approach to realize better promoting and preserving diversity within the
population. We also employ constraint handling to dealing with invalid
solution such as inconsistent ontology. We show how the approach works
well on implementing an inference-enabled LOD endpoint by a cluster of
SPARQL endpoints.
Keywords: Semantic Web · SPARQL · Inference.

1

Introduction

Linked Open Data (LOD) are retrieved by a query written in the standard query
language called SPARQL3 for the retrieval of RDF data stored in an endpoint.
Reasoning on LODs allows such queries to obtain implicitly stated knowledge or
data from the given explicit relations. These techniques are important to make
intelligent agents accessible to data on its external world. Techniques to utilize
reasoning capability based on ontology have been developed to overcome several
issues, such as higher complexity in worst case[1, 4–7]. We have presented an
approach to cut oﬀ the queries which put unusual heavy loads to the reasoning
3
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engine [11] as well as modifying the queries and ontologies to approximate such a
heavy load queries [9, 10]. However, due to the complexity of queries and strong
dependency on the features of the queries, it is not easy to implement ‘one-fitsall’ solutions for all possible queries on the endpoint. In this paper, to overcome
this issue, we propose an idea and its implementation to employ a constrained
multi-objective evolutionary approach to make modification of ontologies based
on the past-processed queries to realize better promoting and preserving diversity
within the population.

2

GA-Based Ontology Modification

We employ GA-based modification approach to approximate an ontology for an
inference-enabled LOD endpoint [9]. In this paper, we use the query execution
result to calculate the fitness value. It is time-consuming to relaunch an endpoint
every query execution for shelter a result of query execution from the eﬀect of
other query execution cache. On the implementation of our GA, the number of
times of relaunching an endpoint and the number of times of query execution
will both be increased in proportion to a population size and the number of
generations. Therefore, finding the optimal solution of an ontology modification
method in a small population size and a small number of generations is important
for reducing the time cost of GA.
Expressing an OWL ontology itself as a gene is a simple way to applying
genetic algorithm to an OWL ontology modification. For example, assuming that
we express ontology modification with 0 and one, if the value corresponding to an
axiom is 0, delete its axiom from the OWL ontology, if the value corresponding
to an axiom is 1, do nothing to the OWL ontology. It is diﬃcult to apply the
solution obtained by this method to other ontologies.
In our genetic algorithm, we express a modification rule for an OWL ontology
as a gene. To find better solutions with an earlier generation than the result of
applying a normal genetic algorithm, we use constraint handling and multiobjective optimization with genetic algorithm.
In the multi-objective algorithm that work under the principle of domination,
fitness values of the n-objective functions are expressed as n-dimensional vector
a. The domination between two individuals A ⪰ B can be defined as equation (1)
[3]. In multi-objective evolutionary algorithms that work under the domination
principle, it aims to calculate the domination and obtain a set of non-dominated
solutions [3].
A ⪰ B ⇔ai ≥ bi (∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}) and
ai > bi (∃i ∈ {1, · · · , n})

3

(1)

Discussion

We set up a SPARQL endpoint using Joseki (v3.4.4) in conjunction with serverside Pellet [8] reasoner to enable OWL-level inference capability on the endpoint.
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We used the dataset used in the conference track on Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2013 (OAEI 2013)4 . Here we used Linklings ontology from the
OAEI dataset in the preliminary experiment.
Fitness values for individuals are set to equation (2). Here, Vo is a fitness
value of modified ontology o. Fo is a F-measure of the precision and recall on
their output results over the modified ontology o. TO is a query execution time
of the original ontology O. To is a query execution time of the modified ontology
o. In this experiment, we use α = 0.7 and β = 0.3, respectively．

Vo = αFo + β

TO − T o
such that α + β = 1
TO

(2)
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Figure 1 shows that maximum values of each objective over generations. Each
objective value was plotted based on the evalution value (e.g, fitness value) of
some specific queries on their execution results. In this case, objective3 and
objective4 do not converge well in these number of generations.
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Fig. 1. Maximum values of each objective over generations
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to employ multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms that works under the principle of domination. For further improve4
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ment of approximation performance, applying techniques often used in manyobjective evolutionary algorithms such as the NSGA-III [2] is one of our future
work.
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